
and we may differ over how dire the threat is -- I’ve nothing against that use of the word. But I think there are other
uses of the word that we’ve lost, or we’ve allowed to be erased. And this very much goes back to the Federal Writers
Project and the WPA as a whole in the mid-thirties, when there was an effort -- a huge effort -- to remind ourselves
during the Depression of all the things we had to be proud of and confident about. It started, I think, even earlier than
that, with H.L. Mencken’s book called The American Language -- defending, really for the first time, American-
English versus English-English. Later on, during the war and after, of course Harry Smith’s great anthology of
American folk music made the case that indigenous American music was something to be proud of, not to hide away
as improper art. And the same of course was true of the state guides, and the Federal Writers Project in general. It came
to reawaken a kind of raw American patriotism and pride in local culture.

So all this underlies State by State, and has meant for Sean and me a kind of reminder of the many things we have to
be confident about. I think chiefly what comes out of the stove is that the immigrant pieces are the most buoyant, I
think some of the most exciting and funniest among the pieces. This is a book where you read about Bosnians in
Missouri, and a Bangladeshi family in Rhode Island, and Koreans in Indiana, and Chinese in Georgia, and even a
Ghanaian in Michigan. And that was very much by design -- we wanted to get those stories. But what surprised us
was just how buoyant they are, how robust, how dynamic. And that’s us. That’s what I’m left with. Despite many
reasons not to feel optimistic, chiefly during the last eight years of the Bush administration -- deep down, I think we’re
all right.


